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Subcellular and Molecular Aspects of lntracellular p H
William I. Waddell' ost of the studies of the pH of water inside living cells report a value of approximately 7.0.l Since the interior of cells is 90 mv negative with respect to the exterior, the proton is apparently not in electrochemical equilibrium across the cell membrane. If there was equilibrium, a potential of 90 mv would require an intracellular pH of about 6.0. There are two alternative explanations for these observations. One is an inhomogeneity of pH among subcellular compartments; the other is an active proton pump on the cell membrane. There is experimental evidence to support each of these two possibilities.
In order to calculate the effect of inhomogeneity of pH in subcellular compartments on the apparent, overall pH inside the cell, knowledge is necessary of both the volume of subcellular, membrane-bound compartments and their internal pH values. Although little information is available on the volume of subcellular compartments, careful measurements have been made on these volumes in rat liver cells.2 Approximately one-fourth of the volume is occupied by mitochondria. It is unfortunate that such measurements are not available for skeletal muscle which has been so widely used in intracellular pH studies. Numerous reports exist on intramitochondrial pH values.
The studies of intramitochondrial pH have in large part been prompted by the hypothesis of MitchelLs This proposes that the energy to drive the synthesis of ATP from ADP is provided by a pH gradient across the mitochondrial membrane. Gradients of pH as great as 1. on these pH value^.',^-^ Although the relatively alkaline pH in the interior of the mitochondrion can be increased or decreased by a variety of conditions or agents, the precise mechanism for the production of this pH gradient is not known. Nevertheless, the possibility that the gradient of pH between the interior of the mitochondria and the suspending cell water may be as great as 1.5 pH units allows one to calculate the effect of this inhomogeneity on the overall intracellular pH. Figure 1 illustrates the results of such calculations for a weak acid with a pK' of 6.13. If the mitochondrial compartment comprises one-fourth of the total intracellular water and is 1.4 to 1.58 pH units more alkaline than the suspending cell water, then the cell water could have a pH of 6.0 and yet an apparent, overall intracellular pH of 6.85 to 7.00 would be calculated from the distribution of the weak acid. If the mitochondrial volume were as great as one-third of the total volume, then the overall pH would rise 
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with an even lower pH gradient between mitochondria] and cellular water. Therefore, the possibility exists that the proton is in electrochemical equilibrium across the plasma membrane, and that all the estimates based on the distribution of weak acids in most cells are deceptive. It may be of interest that calculations from distributions of weak acids in the red cell, which has a relatively homogeneous interior, indicate that the proton is in electrochemical equilibrium. ' Since the calculations based on pH gradients in a nonhomogeneous cell interior are tenuous, let us consider what is currently known about mechanisms that could effect an active pumping of protons out of cells. Acetylcholinesterase, ribonuclease, trypsin, chymotrypsin, ATPase, and carbonic anhydrase are enzymes which polarize or separate water into protons and hydroxyl ions as part of their function in cleaving substrates. Of these enzymes, carbonic anhydrase and ATPase are frequently driven in the reverse direction in biological systems to remove water from two substrates and effect dehydration. Even the independent removal of protons and hydroxyl ions provides a spacial separation which could function as a pump with the proper geometrical orientation on the membrane. Furthermore, carbonic anhydrase and ATPase are ubiquitous enzymes which frequently are bound to membranes.
The three dimensional structure of carbonic anhydrase has been determined by x-ray crystallogr a p h~.~ It is an ellipsoid with the approximate dimensions of 40 A x 45 A x 55 A. There are cavities extending into the center where a zinc atom is bound. One of the channels is apparently hydrophobic where sulfonamide inhibitors bind.g The zinc atom has one available coordination site which interacts extensively with chloride ions;1° acetazolamide binding abolishes this chloride interaction. Presumably the zinc coordination site functions to orient hydroxyl ions to that side of the cavity." Evidence for the presence of an imidazole of a histidine on the other side of this cavity" supports the earlier hypothesis13 that water is polarized between the zinc and an imidazole. The hydroxyl portion of water is directed toward zinc and the proton toward the imidazole.
This currently unfolding information on the functional structure of carbonic anhydrase may be combined with the fact that the enzyme is either a part of cell ghosts or at least closely adhering to them.14 This enzyme is apparently involved in the secretion of protons, bicarbonate, or chloride ions in the kidney,15 eye,15 stomach,15 pancreas,15 liver,I5 CSF,15 turtle bladder,16 intestinal epithelium," gall bladder,ls salivary gland,19 egg shell gland,20 and avian salt gland.15 For at least three of these tissues, the active surface of the cell has been tentatively identified. The serosal membrane of the intestinal epithelium2' is responsible for the active transport; the mucosal membrane leaks constituents in either direction. In the renal tubule, the luminal membrane is the active surface;22 it is the mucosal membrane of the turtle bladder.23 Figure 2 is a diagram of a typical cell which transports protons through an active process on its serosal surface. Since the process is sensitive to carbonic anhydrase inhibitors, the likely events occurring on that cell membrane may be visualized by combining the chemical information quoted above. Figure 3 is a conceptual drawing or "ultimatestructure photomicrograph" of membrane-bound carbonic anhydrase. Water enters a hydrophilic channel to the central cavity where it is polarized between the cationic coordination site of zinc and the anionic imidazole of histidine. At this site, carbon dioxide, which has entered through the hydrophobic channel, couples with the hydroxyl portion of water. The products of the reaction, protons and bicarbonate ions, exit through separate channels which are opposite in electrical charge to that of the respective ions. Consequently, these exit channels are pictured on the sides of the molecule to correspond to the electrical charges on zinc and imidazole. An important feature of the scheme is that the exit channels are on opposite sides of the membrane. The unit consequently functions as a proton (or bicarbonate) pump whose energy is dioxide (or water) at their respective entrance channels. Actually the available energy is the net sum of the concentration gradients for each of the four substances (COz, HzO, H+, and HCOs-) in their respective microenvironments. Rotation of the enzyme 90' in its attachment to the membrane provides proton and bicarbonate pumping in the reverse directions (Fig 4) . Also, since the bulk of the water resides in the bicarbonate ion, this amounts to pumping water out the bicarbonate channel to the other side of the membrane. Furthermore, since the chloride ion interacts strongly with the zinc coordination site, it seems not unlikely that chloride ions could enter through the water channel and exit through the bicarbonate channel. This could explain the coupling of chloride transport to that of bicarbonate in some biologic systems. 24 ATPase is the other likely contender for activity as a proton pump. The stoichiometry of the hydrolysis of ATP yields almost a full proton per ATP molecule converted to ADP and Pi:
A T P + HOH -* A D F + HPOrS + H+'. that the proton produced from the reacting water exits on the opposite side of the membrane from the other reactants. Although ATPase is a much larger molecule than carbonic anhydrase and less is known about its structure, it is not difficult to extend the information about the channels in carbonic anhydrase to such possibilities in ATPase. Numerous other orientations of ATPase on a membrane may 
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readily be visualized to effect a pumping of the reactants in opposite directions. Also, the coupling with sodium and potassium transport through the same or additional channels are important possibilities. It should not be overlooked that this orientation of ATPase on a membrane is precisely the same as that proposed by Mitchell to explain oxidative ' phosphorylation on the mitochondrial membrane.s Clarification of the mechanism of an apparent, overall intracellular pH of 7.0 in most living cells -awaits further experimental observations. An inhomogeneity of pH within the cell or active proton pumping are equally likely. In fact, a combination of both occurring simultaneously may be the best bet.
Final Discussion
WaddeU stated that most evidence suggests that the proton is not in electrochemical equilibrium across cellular membranes. At least two enzyme systems may be suggested which could function as proton pumps. An anisotropic membrane for oxidation and reduction of substances with or without a coupled anisotropic ATPase may be one system for generating a proton gradient across a membrane. Carbonic anhydrase, structurally oriented along a membrane could be a second, ubiquitous enzyme which is a functional proton pump; chemical and biologic data substantiate this suggestion. Additional experiments and theoretical considerations are needed to elucidate the effect of proton carriers on the transfer of protons across membranes.
Fortunately, the present concept of pH does not limit its usefulness even at dimensions defined only by the boundaries of macromolecules. Gradients of pH between a macromolecular "compartment" and the bulk of the suspending solution are a function of the pH of that solution, the composition and structural configuration of the macromolecule, the concentration of cations competing with the proton for anionic sites on the macromolecule, and the affinity constants of these anionic sites for protons and other cations.
A complete understanding of biologic acid-base phenomena cannot be expected until the parameters of pH control and effect at the subcellular and molecular level are defined.
